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Cecilie: Why Do Leaves Change Colour in the Fall? is 
about history and memory, and is perhaps one of 
your most personal exhibitions. You’re otherwise 
not known as a particularly confessional artist. 
Over the years you have preferred to operate via 
various ambiguous, artistic personae — Dr. 
Merkwürdigliebe, Travis Bickle or the Window 
Cleaner —  rather than your own private self. But 
in your art there are, of course, also connections 
between certain situations in life, personal expe-
riences that have been treated or dealt with in 
works and exhibitions.
Peter: You are right about the fact that I normally 
don’t make use of my private life in my work. The 
art I create is meant not so much to close around 
my own person as to be a mirror in which view-
ers can recognize themselves. I decided at an 
early point, however, that this particular exhibi-
tion was to be about history and memory, also on 
the personal level. Both were to be understood in 
the sense of change. To put it in very simple 
terms, we change with time, just as the contexts 
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in which we live change, and therefore the areas 
of conflict between these different processes of 
change have a deciding influence on how we see 
and understand each other and ourselves.
Cecilie: The personal changes you have under-
gone and the conditions you have lived under are 
known to me, of course, because we have been 
together for many years. Usually, things like that 
should not be mixed up with one’s professional 
work, which is something “external”. But in this 
particular context it makes sense to view your 
creative work more from the “inside”, as an im-
print of your personal history. Let us at least try, 
and let’s go back to the beginning. That is to say, 
when we met each other.
 It was a night in August of ’91 at the Dan Turèll 
hangout, and even though I wasn’t completely 
sure who you were, it soon turned out that we 
had a lot to talk about. I had discovered the artist 
collective Baghuset while in high school and had 

also by chance seen the art journal Åndsindustri, 
published by you and Lars Bent Petersen. The 
way you viewed art in a wider context, both visu-
ally and in regard to the politics of art, and the 
idea that the theory and practice of art were best 
developed in close, creative collaboration on 
something concrete, as demonstrated by the gal-
lery and the journal, were very appealing to me. 
For example, you introduced the concept of “cu-
rating” in a Danish context. You had all these in-
teresting, professional ambitions, but the whole 
thing was also just one big party.
Peter: I guess the only fun we had was of our 
own making. As artists we were in reality our 
own theorists as well as curators. The only 
Danish, academic theorist who saw anything in-
teresting in what was going on in connection 
with Baghuset and Åndsindustri was Anders 
Michelsen whom I had contacted as far back as 
the late eighties. He was a historian and 
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somewhat older than us. I can remember that we 
asked him, as a matter of course, if he would 
write an article for a catalogue for Baghuset in 
1990. And he produced a fantastic, almost pro-
grammatic article that talked, for the first time in 
a Danish context, about conceptual and visual 
sampling.
Cecilie: We worked together on the final issue of 
Åndsindustri. And this was quite important, at 
least to us, mainly because of three texts that ac-
quired an almost manifesto-like character seen in 
relation to the life we came to live, the art we 
became concerned with, and the way the world 
developed in the following years. 
Peter: In an important way Åndsindustri 5 marked 
the end of my life at the Academy and at the 
same time laid out new tracks. Joshua Decter’s 
article on critical complicity referred back to Hans 
Haacke (whose “Museums, Managers of 
Consciousness” was the foundation for the entire 

journal) as well as to Marcel Broodthaers and 
Michael Asher. It also pointed forward to the gen-
eration of artists that Peter Weibel later inscribed 
in his “Kontext Kunst”. The article by Deleuze was 
an extremely precise diagnosis of the evaluation-
and-control society that emerged in the course of 
the ‘90s and that today is in full bloom.
Cecilie: One of the earliest things I remember 
you saying about art was that technology, not 
history, is what drives art forward. When we first 
met, you were working with photo silk-screen at 
the Academy, as were Peter Neuchs, Christian 
Schmidt-Rasmussen and Joachim Koester. Even 
though this was an old, sixties technology, your 
images were new, and your work seemed super-
modern and cool coming after the New Image 
Painting and sublime sculpture of the eighties. I 
remember stopping by in ’91, just as you were 
printing your first butterfly, wearing breathing 
protection and a Hawaiian shirt from Spain. I 
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thought it was quite a sensational work at the 
time. Even in the printing process itself, technol-
ogy, aesthetics and idea fused in a new, simple 
and highly effective way. 
Peter: The butterfly was the experimental start-
ing point for Dr. Merkwürdigliebe, my last solo ex-
hibition at Baghuset in ‘92. At that time I was 25 
years old, and until then I had been concentrat-
ing mainly on creating the framework for a new 
art scene. Therefore I had not produced very 
many works, so I chose to make a virtue of neces-
sity and work conceptually with three exhibitions 
in one exhibition period. The idea was to make a 
film-like narrative, moving from the exuberantly 
sensual to a more and more clinically white, 
modernist space. Natural elements — animals, 
birds, butterflies — were used as the framework 
for an experimental process of playing with dif-
ferent perception and reproduction technologies 
of which Dr. Merkwürdig liebe — Dr. Strangelove 

of Kubrick’s film from the sixties — is the evil in-
carnation. And this is what gave birth to the first 
butterflies in the World of Butterflies series.
Cecilie: This could make it sound as if your Walter 
Benjamin-inspired idea of the great importance 
of technology in art was part of a glossy, high-
profile, artistic programme, but much of the time 
it was more a question of dire need. For example, 
something significant happened with your work 
when you stopped going to school in ’92 nd ex-
changed the silkscreen workshop for an ordinary 
photo store on Vesterbrogade.
Peter: At that time it became possible to have 
your own T-shirts printed at the photo store. On 
Vesterbrogade they were pretty advanced, and I 
used their T-shirt printing press to transfer pic-
tures onto cotton materials. This actually opened 
up a whole new way of working with collage and 
images. Until then I had physically combined pic-
torial elements on the canvas by means 



less all discussions were about the public sphere.
Peter: In the early nineties, public awareness of 
contemporary art was practically non-existent. 
The media, the institution of art and the galleries 
all had a quite introverted relationship to the 
new art. So we thought we had to do some thing 
ourselves, be on the offense. The idea behind 
Globe was to establish a cross-disciplinary collabo-
ration that would be strong enough, both organi-
zationally and pro fessionally, to function as a “par-
asitic” institution capable of organizing its own 
exhibitions, such as the 90s installation exhibition 
Black Box in ’93, and of setting its own agenda in 
the public realm. We were interested in using the 
public as a sort of material, not unlike Beuys’ 
“social plastic”. Our intention with a project like 
News Room in ’93, for example, was to match the 
methods and structure of the public media and 
thus establish — even mold — a critical, opposi-
tional public. At the same time Globe would be 
used to re-establish international collaboration, 

of silk-screening in a more traditional, additive, 
collage technique, but now I was forced to work 
in layers of images. It was still a fairly primitive 
technique, but it actually prefigured the way I 
work today on the computer. Adobe brought out 
their first version of photoshop for working in 
layers around ’96, I think, and that was a revela-
tion to me. It meant a fundamentally new way of 
working with images and collage. The computer 
technology made it possible to create more nu-
anced and complex images that were simultane-
ously an imprint of the world and a way of look-
ing at it. 
Cecilie: About the time you left the Academy 
in ’92, Baghuset was dissolved, and you took 
the initiative to found the cross-disciplinary 
Globe group of artists. It was a large group with 
no permanent place to realize projects. We be-
gan to conquer the “public space”, that is to say  
existing locations in the  city  —    piano stores, furni-
ture storages — and later on, Christiania. More or 
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since there wasn’t yet any tradition or much of a 
support structure for this.
Cecilie: But the general public — including the 
artists — that the Globe group so wanted to en-
gage, found it difficult at the time to understand 
the project. Internally, things were not that sim-
ple either, so in ’94 you moved with me to Berlin 
where you worked more on your own. While we 
were living there, you developed Are You Talking 
to Me!? in which you re-enacted the mirror scene 
in Scorsese’s Taxi Driver. I have often wondered 
whether there was a connection between that 
period and the work?
Peter: When we went to Berlin in ’94, the city was 
fundamentally different than it is today. The art 
scene was tiny, and the whole city was like an open 
wound. It existed in a vacuum. So did I, after the 
Academy, Baghuset, Åndsindustri and the early pe-
riod with the Globe group. The whole situation, 
both the very private and the very general one, 
came together amazingly well in the Taxi Driver pro-

ject which was precisely about the relationship be-
tween the artist and the viewer, the active and ag-
gresive versus the passive spectator.
Cecilie: After a few years we returned to 
Copenhagen because we were expecting a child. 
I remember that we both made a great effort not 
to mix our private and suddenly very grown-up, 
family life with art, since at the time they seemed 
two incompatible worlds. Nevertheless, the new 
experiences were smuggled over into the things 
that each of us was doing.
Peter: I think that my attempts to deliberately 
work with art as something simultaneously sim-
ple and complex was given a further twist in ’96, 
when we had Hannah. Having a child is a little bit 
like having an x-ray or a still photo taken that al-
lows you to see yourself from both the outside 
and the inside. For the exhibition Interzones in 
’96, I made an installation entitled Explaining the 
Other to a Child, and I think it was very much 
about relating to this new situation. The funny 
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thing is that it was actually one of the curators of 
the exhibition, Octavio Zaya, who helped me for-
mulate the title. Afterwards, the concept of “ex-
plaining something to a child” lay low for some 
years, until about 2004, after we had had Theo. 
Then I took up the project again in the form of 
the mutating, digital photo series Explaining the 
World to a Child.
Cecilie: And as your most recent project, you’ve 
been working on a new series entitled Flora 

Danica III. In a way it lies somewhere between 
World of Butterflies and the Explaining series, both 
visually and conceptually. As what kind of artist 
do you see yourself in this connection? Are you 
now Dr. Merkwürdigliebe again, or the Window 
Cleaner? 
Peter: The Flora Danica III series follows different 
rules than the others. It is more connected to my 
own time and the changes that have taken place 
in the Danish society over the past 30-40 years. In 
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this sense, it is a retrospective look at the com-
mon history of recent years as it has been depos-
ited in, and interpreted by my own consciousness. 
So I suppose I see myself mostly as the Window 
Cleaner who washes and polishes the window, 
making the world outside appear a little clearer. 
You are right in saying that Flora Danica III also 
draws on the visual and encyclopedic world that 
Dr. Merkwürdigliebe was part of. But this is 

perhaps how it is with one’s own history; it keeps 
on molding you.
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